Your personal desktop cover. Clean & safe.

- keep your distance
- wash hands regularly
- keep right
- sneeze in elbow
- use paper towel
- stay home when ill
- minimize use of elevator

- All education is based on facing forward and with a 1,5 meter personal radius.
- Enter in single file and fill the space starting from the opposite end of the door.
- Exit in single file starting with the people closest to the door.
- Only sit at spots marked with a green sticker.
- Don't leave during the lecture. Prepare yourself and visit the toilets in between the lectures to minimize movement.
- Make sure your devices are charged, available electric outlets are limited.
- Don't use the furniture that is stacked on the front, side or back of the lecture room.
- After your on campus lecture is over you should either go home or to a study place you reserved via Book My Space.